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My success couldn’t turn into reality without this following personwho with all

their help to me in different ways. Above all, to ourAlmighty God for all His 

unending blessings and guidance He showered upon me for the past, for 

today, and for the future. To the Government Service Insurance System 

Tuguegarao Branchand MEDICard Philippines Inc. for their support and for 

the permission to render my OJT to their respective offices. To Sir Aris 

Bangayan and Ma’am Florida Pulido, our OJT adviser, for their unending 

support and advises during many trials when I had my Local and National 

On-the-Job Training. Most especially to my beloved parents whom with all 

their best faces, the hardship of working hard just for me to educate, this 

example of my success is a great chance that I will step the victory of my 

life. We should keep up the good work and thereafter when I should be 

pursuing my respective endeavor profession and occupation in the year 

ahead. To all my co-trainees for they became my inspirations in order to 

strive and pursue with my training. 

Despite of the many efforts, trials and hardships exerted during my training, 

I would like to dedicate all my accomplishments and success to our Almighty 

God for His many blessings showered upon me, to my loving parents for their

moral and financial supports, to GSIS Tuguegarao Branch Family and MEDI 

Card PHILIPPINES INC. for giving me the chance to share and dedicate my 

ideas and learning I earned in school, to the International School of Asia and 

the Pacific as my very foundation in molding my abilities and knowledge in 

relation to office and computer works, to my co-trainees who became part of 

my daily activities in my on-the-job training, to my board mates and friends 
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who were always there to give me their comforting words and advises to 

work hard and better 

Internship or on the job training is one way by which we students are given 

an opportunity to apply the theories and computations that we have learned 

from school. It also helps us to obtain applicable knowledge and skills by 

performing in actual work setting. Colleges and universities require their 

students to undergo such training within a specific number of hours as part 

of the curriculum. For us students, an OJT or internship program 

providesopportunities to go through the actual methodologies of a specific 

jobusing the real tools, equipments, and documents. In effect, theworkplace 

becomes a development venue for us student trainee to learn more about 

our chosen field and practice what we have lear from academy. On the other

hand, a valuable OJT program also profits thecompanies who accept trainees.

First OJT or intern provides extramanpower for a less significant labor cost 

than a regular employee. Most of them are all eager to learn the ropes so 

chances are high that they will cooperate. 

Employers can use this internship strategy as method inrecruiting 

employees. Since the trainer or supervisor can follow the trainees’ progress, 

he can gauge based on performance, behavior and attitude if the trainee will

make good recruit after the completion of his internship. We trainees can 

bring fresh ideas into the organization. Given the opportunity to converse our

minds freely and without fear, we may be able to contribute significantly in 

brainstorming sessions or researchand eventually help improve the 

organizations productivity. While training the interns, employers are in fact 

also teach their employees to guide the trainees by stretching their patience,
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develop teaching skills and make them more sensitive to the needs and 

mind set of the younger generation. 

The course of supervision also teaches them how to share what they know 

and be receptive to questions. Hence, the internship also becomes an 

avenue in training for future managers of the company. Accepting on-the-job

trainees can truly be beneficial not only to the trainees but also to the 

companies that provide opportunities for this type of learning. There is 

wisdom in the front lines. Such training can be investment that we will be 

valuable to the company later on. This is also why us trainees should take 

our internship seriously it can become a powerful tool and possibly even a 

source of recommendation when they take that big lift from being student to 

career professionals. 

CONCLUSION 

Working or rendering a service to GSIS Office is a greatexperience which you

can be proud of because as we all know, it is oneof the government huge 

company in which branches is located nationwide. All the supplementary 

knowledge and every sole piece of ideas and thoughts gained on my local 

OJT are fruits of my endurance, perseverance, industry, and focal intention to

finish my education. Despites of many trials and hard works that I 

experienced in every minute during my training, I realized that OJT really did 

good influence and learning for future life. Simply say without it, my future 

work someday is boneless, no foundation or background at all. To be more 

elaborative, I know now the basic aspects of what and how to do or what and

how people do such things inside the office. 
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